
APEX-AP1000 Scaling Report Questions

1. Clarify the units listed in Tables 7, 8, and 9 of Reference 1. Verify that the unit listed (ft/
gprn2)2 should be (ft/gpm2). In addition, please correct the min and max headings. They are
reversed. In addition, fix the typos ("MT" should be CMT in Table 8 and "DS-4" should be ADS-
4 in Table 9. These typos are also in the Table of Contents, page ix.)

2 Please clarify the differences between the resistances in Tables 7, 8, and 9 of Reference 1 and
Table 3-14 of Reference 2. The values do not always agree. For example, in Table 3-14 the line
resistance for CMT-1 is listed as 5.523x 10-2 ft/gpm2. In Table 8, there is no distinction between
CMT- I and CMT-2. The Table 3-14 value does not agree with any of the Table 8 CMT values.
For both API000 and APEX-API000, specify the line resistances for CMT-I and CMT-2.

3. Please clarify the correct value of RCMT-DVI for the AP1000 plant. In Attachment 2 of Ref-
erence 3, Westinghouse reported this to be 261 for API 000. This does not agree with the equiva-
lent value derived from Table 8 of Reference 1.

4. What is the total (free) volume within the API000 reactor vessel. Verify that 0.551 m3 repre-
sents the free volume in the APEX-AP1000 vessel.

5. What is the (free) volume within the API000 and APEX-API 000 reactor vessels below the
bottom of the active fuel/heaters ?

6. Table 12 of Reference I lists theADS-4 TwoTrains flowarea as 864.51 cm2 for the API000
plant. This does not agree with tle AP 1000 value in Reference 3, Attachment 4 value for the
total ADS-4 outlet flow area. The Reference I value does appear to be close to the AP600 value.
Please clarify the correct Values in References I and 3, and show that the ADS-4 flow area was
scaled using the correct API000 value.

7. In the AP1000 plant design, the pipe flow area at the ADS-4/Hot Leg nozzle is greater than the
flow area at the ADS-4 branch line. .(See Table 9 of Reference 1.) In the APEX design, it is the
opposite, with the area at the branch line greater than at the ADS-4/hot leg nozzle. Please explain
why this represents appropriate scaling.

8. In the APEX-AP600 scaling report, the ADS-4 was listed in Table 7-20 as having three sepa-
rate sections. Section I had an inside diameter of 1.61 in, Section 2 had an ID of 1.689 in, and
Section 3 had an ID of 2.06 in. Define section(s) and line diameters for APEX-APIODO, as only
two values are listed in Table 9 of Reference I and in Reference 2 the ADS-4 is listed as being "2
in, sch. 40" in Table 3-13 while being "2.5 in, sch 40" in the text on page 3-4 of that same refer-
ence. Please clarify the ADS-4 line size(s) in the APEX-AP1000 facility. In addition, clarify if
the scaling performed in Reference I corresponds to "no nozzle", "50% nozzle", or "100% noz-
zle" line resistance with regards to Table 3-14 of Reference 2.

9. For APEX tests DBA-02 and DBA-03, provide a tabular listing of total RCS mass versus time,
pressurizer mass versus time, and pressure versus time. The total RCS mass should represent the
mass within the vessel, the hot and cold legs, pumps, and primaiy side of the steam generators.
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For the pressurizer mass, include mass held with in the surge line. For system pressure, use the
upper head pressure.

Likewise, provide the total RCS mass versus time, pressurizer mass versus time, and pressure ver-
sus time as described above for NOTRUMP simulations of API000 double-ended DVI line
breaks that correspond to tests DBA-02 and DBA-03. (A DVI line break with single ADS-4 valve
failures on the pressurizer side, and another with the failure assumed on the non-pressurizer side.

10. Provide orverify the final design values for AP1000 and APEX as configured for API000
testing. Figure 2-2 of Reference 2 shows the pressurizer attached to Loop 2. So, let loops "1" or
"A" designate a the non-pressurizer loop while loops "2" or "B" represent the pressurizer side.
Line resistances should represent R = K/A 2 such that the single phase pressure drop across the
line is given by AP = R * 0.5 * pV2 .

Parameter API000 APEX

Rcmit; CMT-I resistance from CMT to vessel 2.03e-05 4.68e-02
fl/gpm2  ft/gpm2

Rcmt2 . CMT-2 resistance from CMT to vessel 2.03e-05 4.68e-02
ft/gpm2  ft/gpm2

(L/A)cmti: Inertial length from CMT-I to DVI nozzle

(L/A), 112; Inertial length from CMT-2 to DVI nozzle

AZ=. dv; Elevation change from bottom of CMT to DVI centerline 2.309 m 0.743 m

AZcmt-boc ; Elevation change from bottom of CMT to bottom of active core

VRPv; RPV volume

Vup: Upper plenum volume

VLr ; RPV volume below active core

AZlp-hl ; Elevation change from bottom of pressurizer to HL centerline

AZhl-dvi; Elevation difference between hot leg centerline and DVI line cen- 12.42 ft 3.104 ft
terline

AZdvi.NC : Elevation difference between DVI line centerline and bottom of
active core

RSL; Pressurizer surge line resistance

LSL; Surge line total length

RdAV;I; Line resistance from IRWST to vessel through DVI line I

RdVA2; Line resistance from IRWST to vessel through DVI line 2
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Parameter APIO1O APEX

LdeiI: Line length from IRWST to vessel through DVI line I

Ldvi2 ; Line length from IRWST to vessel through DVI line 2

AZirwt-dvi ; Elevation change from bottom of IRWST to DVI line centerline.

i RWST minimum level (referenced from bottom of IRWST tank) 343 in 91.9 in

RWdj ; ADS4-1 line resistance (single valve failure) 4.89e-07 1 .13e-03
ftgpm2  fvgpm2

Radsl ; ADS-4-1 line resistance (no failure) 1.36e-07 3.14e-04
f/gpm2  fl/gpm 2

R,5 2 ; ADS-4-2 line resistance (single valve failure) 4.98e-07 1.15e-03
ft/gpm 2  ft/gpm2

knds2; ADS4-2 line resistance (no failure) 1.26e-07 2.90e-04
ft/gpm2  ft'gPm2

AZad,-bc; Elevation difference betwveen ADS4 discharge to containment
and bottom of active core

Lads! Length of Loop I ADS-4 piping.

Lads2 Length of Loop 2 ADS-4 piping.

AZsump boc ; Elevation difference between maximum sump level (deter-
-mined by curb height) and bottom of active core.

11. Editorial comment: Should Plitcr be Pliquid in Equation (168) ?

12..Editorial comment: There is a problem with the font in Equations (198), (199), (200), (214),
(229), (232), and (235). The "LE" should appear as a less than or equal to sign.

13. For tests DBA-02 and DBA-03, provide the upper plenum mass as a function of time and also
the system pressure (pressurizer or RPV upper head).
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